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Abstract 
Gerieralizations of Karoubi’s %-theory to categories with a duality functor. Our procedure is
to use the simplicial set approach of Waldhausen. We also check the possibility of generalizing 
the method of Gillet-Grayson to define the loop space for the Hermitian case. 
0. Introduction 
From the time of the development of Algebraic K-theory much has been done to see 
what results for K,(A) go over to similar results for L-theory ,L,(A), where A is a ring 
with involution. The purpose of this paper is to try and continue this procedure into 
the L-theory of exact categories with a duality functor. 
For a ring A with involution, Karoubi in [5] considered the hyperbolic map 
&,(A) x BGL(A)+ + ,L,(A) x B,O(A)+ 
and defined ,%(A) as the homotopy fiber of this map. Giffen conjectured a categorical 
model for a delooping of ,%(A) which was later proved true by Charney and Lee for 
a ring A with involution and f E A (see [ 11). Uridia [S] carried Giffen’s idea over to an 
arbitrary exact category with a duality functor and called the resulting theory the 
%-theory of the category. The construction used there is basically an anologue of 
Quillen’s Q-construction. 
In this paper we are going to give an alternative approach to the Q-theory of exact 
categories with duality through Waldhausen’s S.-construction for K-theory [9]. Since 
an admissible monomorphism between two regular Hermitian objects is always split, 
the usual Waldhausen S.-construction of forming sequences of admissible monomor- 
phisms is not appropriate anymore. We resort to a so-called edgewise subdivision 
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construction, as developed by Waldhausen in [9, Section 1.91. We will denote the 
constructed simplicial set as esf~, for A an exact category with duality. We hope 
that this construction has its advantage due to the powerful machinery of Wal- 
dhausen. It would also be nice if we could use this definition to define an L-theory 
J.(A) so that 
is a fibration. There is a natural map from the simplicial set ,s’J to sfA by just 
forgetting the Hermitian condition, so the L-theory, ,,!,(A!), should be the homotopy 
fiber of the map 1 ,$A I-+ I s~.MI. 
In Section 2, we attempt o generalize the methods of Gillet and Grayson in [l] to 
our context, that is, to construct a simplicial set whose geometric realization will be 
the loop space B ) ,$&I. The final part of the proof is not complete and further work 
needs to be done. 
1. Construction for ,9-theory 
Given an exact category 4 with a duality functor *: JP’ + ~2, i.e. an exact 
endo-functor for which there exists a natural isomorphism (i&Em:id + **, with 
ijlroiMa = idna. for all MEW. If E = f 1, an &-hermitian module is a pair (M, h) with 
MEAandamorphismh:M + M* in J? such that h = E. h*. If h is an isomorphism 
then (M, h) is called a non-singular (or regular) &-hermitian module. 
We will use an anologue of Waldhausen’s S-construction to construct a %-theory 
of an exact category 4 with a duality functor. In [8] Uridia uses an analogue of 
Quillen’s Q-construction to define a new category, WJl, E = + 1. When &Y is the 
category of finitely generated projective modules over a ring, A, with involution and 
$E A, ,W& is related to Karoubi’s ,%(A) (see [6]) as a delooping of the latter. The 
relation between K-theory, L-theory and a-theory for a ring with an involution is 
best reflected in the following homotopy fibration sequence (see Cl]): 
K(A) + ~JW) + ,W(A). 
Recall that if (M, h) is a non-singular e-hermitian module and i: N + M is an 
admissible submodule then N’ is the admissible submodule of M defined as 
N’ = ker(i* 0 h). N is called totally isotropic if N c N I. It follows that if N is totally 
isotropic then N is an admissible submodule of N’. If it turns out that N = N’ then 
(M, h) is called a metabolic module and N is called a Lugrungiun submodule of M. 
The category e W%Jl is defined by Uridia in [8] as follows. The objects of L W’%Jl are 
the non-singular e.-hermitian modules of A. Copying the general idea of Quillen’s 
Q-construction a morphism from (M,, ho) to (M, h) is an equivalence class of dia- 
grams MO (c N f, M, NE .4, with i (resp. j) an admissible monomorphism (resp. 
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epimorphism) of J4, such that the following is a bicartesian square: 
For an exact category, ‘9Jl, Waldhausen (see [9, Section 1.93) defines a simplicial set 
s.93 and shows that it is naturally homotopy equivalent o Quillen’s category Q!UI. To 
prove this equivalence he uses the so-called edgewise subdivision functor to introduce 
a homotopy equivalent simplicial category which is denoted as iS?R Then he shows 
that there is a homotopy equivalence map of simplicial categories from iS?Jl to iQ.A, 
a simplicial category which is homotopy equivalent o Q!lJl. We would like to use this 
approach to look at the s-hermitian case. 
Suppose we have an exact category, !Ul, with a duality functor *: 2Pp + ‘9Jt We 
follow the Waldhausen approach to define a simplicial set ,s?lX. A q-simplex is 
a sequence of admissible monomorphism in ‘93 
with a specific choice for all the quotients. Also there is a morphism h : K, + K: such 
that (K,, h) is a non-singular a-hermitian module, furthermore ach K:, 0 I i 5 q - 1, 
is a totally isotropic submodule of (K,, h) with Ki = (Kf)‘. The face and degeneracy 
maps are the same as those used in is?YJl. That is, the ith degeneracy map simply 
repeats both Ki and Kj using the identity maps. For 0 I i I q - 1 the ith face map 
deletes Ki and Kj, while the qth face map sends the above q-simplex to: 
(0) H K&,/K;_, H 1.. c* Kb/K;_, H K,/K:,_, I-+ ... ~-a K,_l/K;_I. 
As in the Waldhausen case this is a well-defined simplicial set. The only thing that 
needs to be checked is that the image of the 4th face map is a (q - l)-simplex. Using 
Lemma 5.2 in [7], h induces a unique non-singular s-hermitian form & on K,- ,/Kb _ 1, 
and from general properties in exact categories all the maps are admissible monomor- 
phisms. The last needed property will be checked in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. For 0 I i I q - 2, K:/Ki_, is totally isotropic in (K,-,/K&I, 7;) and 
(Ki/Kk- I)* = Ki/Kb- 1. 
Proof. By [7], Lemma 5.2, h comes from the s-hermitian form 
and for j:K,-l+K,_l/K&_l we have j*ohOj= x. If Ki+K,-l +K, is totally 
isotropic then the composition map 
y:K;-+K,_l 3 K:-, -(Kf)* 
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is the zero map. From the above we have 
Y:K;+~,_,+K,_,/K~_l A(K,-l/K;-,)*+(K;/K;-,)*+(K;)*. 
Since the last map is a monomorphism it follows that the composition map 
K;/K,_ 1 + K,- ,/K;- 1 5 (K4- l/K;- I)* + VW;- I)* 
is the zero map, hence Ki/Kh_ 1 is totally isotropic in (K,- I/K,- I 7 A). 
TO finish the proof we must show that for all i we have 
K:= ker(K,_l/Kh_I +(K,-JKb-l)* +(Ki/Ki-I)*) =KiIK~-l. 
~~ see this let US look at the following commutative diagram: 
K,,-K,&- K/J& I* 
I 1 n* 
K -K’ 4 4 K;,- ( K; )* 
The morphism, xc*, is an admissible monomorphism, since n is an admissible pimor- 
phism. Let us denote the composite of the four morphisms on the lower row of the 
diagram as r : K, + (K:)*. Then Ki, by definition, is ker(<). Suppose Ki is a submodule 
of some IZi, which is a submodule of K,_ 1. By the above diagram it follows that 
~i/Kh_ 1 = R o pi = ker(Q = Ki. This uses the fact that R* is an admissible 
monomorphism. [7 
Definition. Let J8 be an exact category with duality, the &-theory of M is defined to 
be the loop space of the geometric realization of the simplicial set ,se~Y. 
Theorem. ,s9ll is homotopy equivalent to ,W!Ul. 
Proof. As in [9, Section 1.91 we can go from the simplicial set ,s?iIJI to the simplicial 
category i,Sflxn, where the objects in i,S~.M are &H and morphisms are just isomor- 
phisms. Similarly, we can go from ,WA to the simplicial category i,W.d where the 
objects in i, W,.M are sequences of q-morphisms in E WA, and morphisms are families 
of compatible isomorphisms in X W!Dl. The associated simplicial category i,E!Ul is 
clearly homotopy equivalent o &?IR, and the same is true for i,W.A and ,WA. We 
have a map of simplicial categories i,S?IJI + i,W.‘!Ul which is an equivalence of 
categories in each degree. As is done in [9] let us write out one case, 4 = 3, and note 
that the same procedure works for any q. An object of i,S$IJl is a sequence of 
admissible monomorphisms 
where we have a non-singular e-hermitian form h: K3 + K3 such that for all i, 
0 5 i 5 2, Kj is a totally isotropic submodule of K3 with (Kf)* = Ki. As usual we have 
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fixed choices for all quotients. The image of the object is the sequence of three 
composable morphisms of ,W!JJI represented by the outer edge of the diagram (V), 
which is 
As described in [9] the image can be thought of as a sequence of three composable 
morphisms in ,W!UI, K,/Kb + K,/K; + K,/K; + K3. By [7, Lemma 5.21, it follows 
that each Ki/Ki is a non-singular s-hermitian with an induced form Ei. It also follows 
that we have the needed bicartesian squares: 
where i = 1, 2. This yields a functor of categories from i$$JJI to i,W3!IJl. The only 
thing left to do is to demonstrate that the functor is surjective on isomophism 
classes of objects. Since it is easy to see that it is fully faithful, it follows that it 
is an equivalence of categories. Suppose we are given an object of iEW3&Z, 
(M,, ho) + (M,, h,) + (M2, h,) + (MS, h3). By [8, Proposition 3.21, there exists a to- 
tally isotropic submodule K; I M3 such that if we define K2 := (K;)’ then we have 
an isometry, 4, from (K,/K;, x2) to (Mz, h,). In fact, the choice of a morphism from 
(M,, h,) to (MS, h3) is equivalent o choice of the pair (K;, 4). At this stage we have 
a diagram 
which yields a morphism K,/K; + M3 in e WIDE and is isomorphic to the original 
morphism (M2, h,) + (M3, h3). Using Proposition 3.2 again there exists a totally 
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isotropic submodule K;/K; of K,/K’, such that when K,/K; := (K;/Ki)‘, then we 
have an isometry from (KJK;, E1) to (n/i,, h,). The same argument can be repeated 
yielding (K,/K’,, Go) which is isometric to (MO, h,). Putting these maps all together we 
get an object of i,S’,!W: 
This, by our definition, maps to (M,, h,) + (Ml, h,) + (M2, h2) + (MS, h3) under the 
functor of simplicial categories defined above. 0 
From [S, Corollary 3.41, it follows that we have: 
Corollary. Suppose A is a ring with involution and f~ A, then using the category, P(A), 
ofjinitely generated projective A-modules with duality functor Hom( , A), we have that 
D 1 &P(A) 1 N $!(A), 
2. Using Gillet-Graysoa for Q 18seA!l 
As noted in the introdution we will try to realize the loop space, D 1 ,sfA I, using the 
methods of Gillet and Grayson found in [2]. 
Let us recall some of the basic simplicial set notations. Let d + be the category of 
finite ordered sets and A the category of non-empty finite ordered sets, and let 
i:A + A+ be the embedding. For PE IV, [p] := (0 < 1 < -.a < p} and for a simplicial 
set X we let X, denote the p-simplices X( [p]). If A, BE A + then ABE A + denotes the 
disjoint union Awl? ordered so that A < B. 
Let X be a simplicial set with base point OE X0. If A ELI and p EX(A), in [2] 
a simplicial set (0, p/X) is defined as follows: for any BE d, 
WI - 
I 
Jwm9+XC01 
(0, P/W(~) = J@ 
1 
X(AB)+ X(B) 
Denote 0X := (0,0/X). 
One of the main results in [2] is that when X is the nerve of an exact category then 
1 QX ( N Sz 1x1. Using their theorem B’ they come up with the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2 (Gillet and Grayson [2, Lemma 2.11). Iffor all mupsfi A’ -+ A in A andfor 
all P E X(4 the map (0, p/X) + (0, f*(p)/X) is a homotopy equivalence then 
1 QX I+ Q 1 X 1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
Let us check what happens if we apply this lemma to our simplicial set X = &A. 
We hope to prove that 
Given A = [p] and ~E&AY, where 
#O:{O}HM;-lH .** HMbHMoH *.* HMp, 
for any B = [q], similar to [2], an element <,E(O, p/Es?UJ) [q] can be represented by 
(0) HK;_l H .a. HK~HQHQH&H ..a I-+& 
{+..-,K~_~H . . . HK~HN;H -.. HN;HN~H ... t+Npt+Kot+ ... t+K4’ 
where the numerator is an element in &+ I _M and the denominator is an element in 
E~;+4+1~ such that 
0 H N;_ r/N; H ... H N’,/N; H N,,/N; H .a. H N,/N; 
is equal to p. 
By Lemma 2 it is enough to show that for any f: A’ + A and any p E,s~JI(A) the 
base change mapf* : (0, p/,s%2) + (O,f*(p)/,s??JI) is a homotopy equivalence. By the 
same arguments used in [2] this can be reduced to checking just one case, f: [0] --f [ 11. 
Using the notation we wrote above for rP we can see that the monotone map does 
not affect the numerator of the representation, so we simply look at the changes 
occurring in the denominator. Suppose f: [0] + [l], is the case f(0) = 1. If p is 
(0) + Mb + M,, + M1 then the denominator of &, will have N; + Nb + No + N1 
with N’,/N’, N Mb, and for i = 0, 1, Ni/N; 1: Mi. Then the denominator of f*(<,) will 
be 
(0) +K;-, --f *a* -,Kb+N; +N1 +K,,+ ... +K,. 
In this case we are removing Nb -+ No, which makes it similar to the calculations of 
[2, bottom of p. 5861, so f* is a homotopy equivalence. Hence our real work is to 
check the case, f(0) = 0. Using the same notation as above, we have that the 
denominator of f*(&,) is 
(0) H K;_, H ... HK~HN~HN~HK~H ... -Kq. 
If we could find an H: (O,f*(p)/,s?l.JI) + (0, p/,sf?lDz) such that Hof* andf* 0 H are 
homotopy equivalences then the proof would be complete. Further work needs to be 
done in this direction. 
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